
EUROSWIM FOR LUXURY SWIMMING POOLS 

WHERE:
The island of Bali is a dreamland, one of the most 
famous in the world. It is only one of the 17 
thousands islands of Indonesia, but it’s for sure the 
most important in terms of tourism. In Bali you can 
find the peace and loneliness of a desert island, with 
warm seawater and tropical luxuriance, but also 
modern restaurants, vivid bars, lively night clubs, for 
more fun even during the night.    

WHEN: March 2016

CONTRACTOR: CV. Gitra Mandiri

INSTALLER: Mr. Made Maulana 

CUSTOMER: Hotel Alila Vilas Uluwatu



THE REQUEST: 
The Alila Vilas Uluwatu is a luxury hotel located on the south coast of the island of Bali, face to the sea. It’s 
part of the Alila management company, that operates in Indonesia, India and Oman, with headquarter in 
Singapore. The word Alila means "marvel" in Sanskrit. The building is complying several quality standards 
about modern design, service level and environment care. Being a customer of Alila Vilas Uluwatu hotel is 
also an act of charity: a percentage of the total incoming is devolved to improve the life conditions of Balinese 
children, as poverty is still a widespread problem in the island.     

For the renewal and enlargement of its water filtration system, Vilas Uluwatu chose DAB Pumps as a technical 
partner for the supply of 42 pumps. In a complex of infinity pools (where the pool borders mix with the horizon 
in an optical illusion), small lakes with water plants, waterfalls and fountains,  EUROSWIM was chosen as a 
superior quality equipment compared to other pumps.   

The better performances of EUROSWIM allowed a reduction of the total power of the system, thus reducing 
the energy consumption: 26 pumps over 42 are 2 HP, the remaining 16 pumps are 1.5 HP.

• 16 x EUROSWIM 150 T • 26 x EUROSWIM 200 T 




